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ECA - Enterprise Content Architecture for ROI
Getting Your Content Organized with an ECA

If you see, as many other adopters/adapters of the PACT Processes have, a
promise of significant ROI for improving the performance orientation of your
instructional products’ content - and - for increasing the appropriate reuse of
your content investments…
...then you’ll need an “Enterprise Content Architecture” to store all of your
user rules, content elements, objects, Instructional Activities, Lessons,
Events, Paths - as well as for your designs not yet built...at the CAD level:
Event Specs and Module Specs and Path Maps...and at the MCD level: Event
Maps and Lesson Maps and Instructional Activity Specs. See page 14.

— Guy W. Wallace, CPT

• EPA—Enterprise
Process Architecture
— Guy W. Wallace, CPT

• ECA- Enterprise
Content Architecture
— Guy W. Wallace, CPT

• A Closer Look at the
T&D Path
— Guy W. Wallace, CPT

For past copies and other
content see the
EPPIC web site
Resources tab
“Gopher” more
at eppic.biz

E

Now offering ISD-HPT
content via Podcasts

The ECA...also enables access by your Pull Audiences as they are directed or
self-direct themselves...and your Push Audiences as they are directed or selfdirect themselves...and by your ISD developers and Master Performers/SME
on the Development Teams for content maintenance needs, or for new
development.
Perhaps your situation calls for an Inventory Structure scheme, such as the
PACTLogics’ ECA. Is there a “significant Return” potential? What are your
potential returns from the 7 RETURN-types listed below?
If there are
significant Returns
potential…

1.
1. Increased
Increased Performance
PerformanceImpact
Impact

...what are the
Investment Costs to
be made in order to
achieve those
returns?

3.
3. Reduced
Reduced

Development
Development time
timeand
and costs
costs

4.
4. Reduced
Reduced

Inventory
InventorySystems
Systems costs
costs

5.
5. Reduced
Reduced

Administrative
AdministrativeSystems
Systemscosts
costs

6.
6. Reduced
Reduced

Deployment
Deployment Systems
Systems costs
costs

2.
2. Increased
Increased Modular
ModularDesign
Design Reuse
Reuse

7.
It is a fairly simple
7. Reduced
Reduced Maintenance
MaintenanceSystems
Systemscosts
costs
calculation, and you
might want to “do the math.” Precision? Not necessary, at this stage anyway.
(Continued on page 2)
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View Point

ECA - Enterprise Content Architecture for ROI
(Continued from page 1)

This is just exploratory. We just want
to “ball park” some numbers to see
IF WE SHOULD GET SERIOUS.

1.1. Increased
Increased Performance
PerformanceImpact
Impact
2.2. Increased
Increased Modular
ModularDesign
DesignReuse
Reuse
3.3. Reduced
Reduced Development
Developmenttime
timeand
andcosts
costs
4. Reduced

Inventory Systems costs

4. Reduced Inventory Systems costs
The first two items should be “ball
5.5. Reduced
parked” by your current
Reduced Administrative
AdministrativeSystems
Systemscosts
costs
customers...with your help of course. 6. Reduced Deployment Systems costs
6. Reduced Deployment Systems costs

Not
everything is
shareable.
Many things
content-wise
are unique.

7.7. Reduced
Reduced Maintenance
MaintenanceSystems
Systemscosts
costs
Maybe your current offerings can’t
really be improved much in terms of
their impact on post-T&D job performance. Maybe there is nothing there to
harvest. Or maybe a few slight changes could reap significant rewards for your
customers. Only they would know...if they are paying any attention to your
offerings and what those do for them...WIIFT. Ask them. Ask the learners too.

The 3rd through 7th items are yours to estimate. My experience with CAD
projects and subsequent MCD follow ups with many clients has demonstrated
that about 25-50% of the content for one CAD can be reused for many other
CAD efforts within the same Enterprise. If we aren’t reusing Legacy T&D, or
PACT-designed/developed modular T&D, then we are reusing the CAD designs
“not-yet built.” All of a sudden, 3 CAD projects into it the client sees the
planned and actual reuse of content growing. Developers who rightfully scoffed
are now bought in. They see that they don’t have to create “vanilla offerings”
and reuse “vanilla offerings.” Not everything is shareable. Many things contentwise are unique.
The trick of content management is figuring out which is which and how to
approach initial development of them with limited upfront data. How to design
the content configurations of today for future low-cost reuse for many Target
Audiences not yet named? It is tricky.
In PACT...Reuse is FORECASTED in the Analysis phase when we conduct our
ETAs—Existing T&D Assessments...for Reuse. And is PLANNED in the Design
phase when we re-use prior designs as is (AI) or after modification (AM). And
is ACTUALIZED in the Development/Acquisition phase when we re-use prior designs as is (AI) or after modification (AM). Of course the “acid tests” of REUSE
APPROPRIATENESS are the Pilot-Test, followed by all subsequent deployments
(push or pull).
►►►►►

Guy W. Wallace, CPT

I hope that you find this issue of Pursuing Performance
relevant for your ISD and HPT needs and efforts! Please
let me know what you think! Until the Fall issue...Cheers!
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EPPIC Inc.

Pursuing Performance
is a free newsletter, published seasonally,
from EPPIC and Guy W. Wallace
on both paper and on the EPPIC web site as a pdf file
under the tabs: Resources/Newsletters at

Achieve Peak Performance
to protect and improve
the enterprise

www.eppic.biz
EPPIC Inc.
20417 Harborgate Court #510
Cornelius NC 28031
office: 704– 895– 6364
mobile: 704– 746– 5126
email: guy.wallace@eppic.biz
web: www.eppic.biz
EPPIC helps you orient your
enterprise T&D/ Learning/
Knowledge Management
Systems to the
Performance Requirements
of the Enterprise Processes

Pursuing Performance is for the leaders, managers, and individual
contributors of those business functions, systems and processes
that ensure that the right human knowledge, skills and attributes
are available in a timely, efficient and effective manner in support of
the enterprise processes.
For you we offer our insights and many examples of our integrated
concepts, models, methods, tools and techniques regarding our
PACT Processes for T&D/ Learning/ Knowledge Management, our
T&D Systems View, and Stage 1—Targeting EPPI, from our
Enterprise Process Performance Improvement methods.
Note: Formatted for Printing in a Booklet style

Jay Cross
The only valid metrics for corporate learning are business
metrics. To converse in business terms, it helps to be fluent
with the concepts of trade-offs, risk assessment, expected
value, focusing on core, changing perspective, the 80/20 rule,
and the bottom line.
http://www.internettime.com/blog/archives/000016.html

Elliott Masie
1. LMS, I want you to be able to personalize and target invitations
to learn for each of our employees based on current projects,
performance goals and critical events in our business.
#1 of 18 wishes for an LMS
http://trends.masie.com/archives/2006/03/385_18_wishes_f.html
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Part 4

T&D Systems View:

Support Systems &
Processes
Review/Preview
...the Systems
View framework
we created to
help organize
all of the many,
varied, tangled
processes that
exist at any
level of an
enterprise,
there are 3
super-levels of
processes…
Leadership…
Core…
and Support.

The past articles in this series have covered the set of 5 Leadership Systems
and Processes, and the 3 Core Systems/Processes.
In the Systems View framework we created to help organize all of the many,
varied, tangled processes that exist at any level of an enterprise, there are 3
super-levels of processes...Leadership...Core...and Support.
This quarter we cover the Support Systems/Processes of any T&D/Learning/
Knowledge Management effort...

8 O'clock - Marketing and Communications

Principle

If stakeholders don’t know about your offerings and how to select and
participate in them, it’s as if you have nothing to offer.

Overview
The T&D Stakeholder Communications Process determines exactly who the T&D
system’s stakeholders are and what their needs for information are, and it
delivers information and data to each stakeholder group via the most efficient
communication channels. This system’s processes include:
8.1: T&D Stakeholder Communications Process
8.2: Individual T&D Planning Process
8.3: T&D Ordering and Registration Process
In the T&D Stakeholder Communications Process, stakeholders vary by the type
of organization the enterprise is and its marketplace.
Government – This stakeholder group wins all disputes and conflicts of opinions under the
laws of its jurisdiction and domain, and it decides issues of both compliance and
penalties.
Shareholders/Owners – This stakeholder group can always sell out or take their money (sell
their shares) and invest elsewhere. If the enterprise is not meeting their financial targets
(Continued on page 5)
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The T&D Systems View
Governance and Advisory System
is the central, driving force behind the
strategies for business-based T&D.
Research and Development System
is the process that keeps the T&D
organization on the cutting edge
when deemed appropriate to the
needs of the overall business.

Strategic Planning System is effective only
if it addresses the critical business
needs—the showstoppers and
make-or-break opportunities—of the
enterprise today andtomorrow.

Human and Environmental Asset
Management System organizes
and manages the acquisition,
development, assessment, and
retention of the T&D staff, plus it
provides the environment and
infrastructure required to support
their performance.

Operations Planning and
Management System organizes
and guides the day-to-day
operations and management
of the various T&D functions.

Learning
by
Design

Financial Asset Management
System are the process that
tracks and monitors the fiscal
obligations of the T&D enterprise.

Cost/Benefits Measurement
System organizes the
measurement and reporting
of all T&D-related metrics.

Process Improvement System
responds to issues and trends
from the Measurement System.

Marketing and Communications
System organizes, distributes,
and collects information
throughout the T&D marketplace.

Product and Service Line Deployment
System organize and distribute the T&D
products and services in several ways,
including traditional instructor-led, grouppaced deliveries; self-paced readings;
computer-based delivery; Web; etc.

Product and Service Line Development System
completes the product/service line T&D by
building or buying, or by modifying existing
products and services using ISD methodologies
such as Modular Curriculum DevelopmentSM (MCD)
and Instructional Activity DevleopmentSM (IAD).

Product and Service Line Design System
defines the high-priority and critical
T&D products and services that must be
offered to the marketplace as
determined by ISD methodologies such
as Curriculum Architecture DesignSM (CAD).

(Continued from page 4)

for growth and returns, they can remove their money from this concern and place theirs
bets elsewhere.
Board of Directors – This group of stakeholders is the elected representatives of the owners/
shareholders and have a special fiduciary responsibility to the owners. They develop
strategies and tactics and oversee the development and deployment of policies and
procedures consistent with strategy.
Executives – This group of stakeholders is hired to strategize, plan, and manage the overall
direction of the enterprise. They hire and fire managers to conduct daily operations
consistent with the business plans, strategies, and tactics the board approved, and they
provide the necessary resources and funds.
Management – These are the managers, supervisors, and leads of the targeted learners (at
all levels).
Customers – These are the learners: the participants in and users of the T&D, regardless of
format/media used.
Employees – These are the staff members of the T&D organization.
Suppliers – These are the external and internal suppliers who support the T&D processes and

© 2002 EPPIC, Inc.

The T&D
Stakeholder
Communicatio
ns Process
determines
exactly who
the T&D
system’s
stakeholders
are and what
their needs for
information
are, and it
delivers
information
and data to
each….

(Continued on page 6)
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T&D Systems View:

Support Systems &
Processes
(Continued from page 5)

Support

Core

Leadership

provide inputs, task performance, and/or deal with
12
12

Governance and
and
Governance
Advisory
Advisory

11

22

Strategic
Strategic
Planning
Planning

Operations
Operations
Planningand
and
Planning
Management
Management

33

Cost/Benefits
Cost/Benefits
Measurement
Measurement

outputs. They could include team members from
within the enterprise, caterers, material suppliers,
consultants, and contractors.

44

Process
Process
Improvement
Improvement

Communities – This can include formal or informal
groups such as professional societies, street

55

Product and
and
Product
Service Line
Line Design
Design
Service

88

Marketingand
and
Marketing
Communications
Communications

66

Product and
and
Product
Service Line
Line
Service
Development
Development

99

FinancialAsset
Asset
Financial
Management
Management

pickets, industry standards groups, and family

77

Product and
and
Product
ServiceLine
Line
Service
Deployment
Deployment

10
10

Human and
and
Human
Environmental
Environmental
Asset Management
Management
Asset

members. Anyone in the surrounding/affected
communities that is touched by the actions of the
11
11

Research and
and
Research
Development
Development

©2006 EPPIC Inc.

enterprise and by the T&D system, and doesn’t
have their interests and views recognized and
formalized into the laws, regulations, and codes to
force compliance, is a member of this stakeholder
group.

The T&D
Stakeholder
Communicatio
ns Process
ensures that
the customers
and
stakeholders
of enterprise
T&D, including
the potential
learners to be
served by the
T&D
products….

The T&D Stakeholder Communications Process ensures that the customers and
stakeholders of enterprise T&D, including the potential learners to be served by
the T&D products and services, get information about what T&D is offered that
would help them gain awareness, knowledge, and skills to enable them to meet
their current or targeted future job performance requirements.

9 O'clock - Financial Asset Management

Principle

The T&D organization has a fiduciary responsibility to use T&D assets for
return on investment and economic value add returns and to track returns against plans and goals.

Overview
This is the process that tracks and monitors the fiscal obligations of the T&D organization and keeps them within predetermined budget levels.

(Continued on page 8)
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What reviewers have written about:

lean-ISD

lean-ISD describes in great
detail the
PACT Processes
for T&D

Miki Lane, senior partner at MVM The
Communications Group says, “lean-ISD
takes all of the theory, books, courses,
and pseudo job aids that are currently on
the market about Instructional Systems
Design and blows them out of the water.
Previous ‘systems’ approach books
showed a lot of big boxes and diagrams,
which were supposed to help the reader
become proficient in the design process.
Here is a book that actually includes all of
the information that fell through the cracks
of other ISD training materials and shows
you the way to actually get from one step
to another. Guy adds all of the caveats
and tips he has learned in more than 20
years of ISD practice and sprinkles them
as job aids and stories throughout the
book.

Cover design by
Geary A. Rummler, PhD, CPT

This book is available from
Amazon.com for $50.00 plus s&h
And from EPPIC Inc., by Purchase Order only,
for quantities of 10 or more, with a 20% discount.

However, the most critical part of the book
for me was that Guy included the project
and people management elements of ISD
in the book. Too often, ISD models and
materials forget that we are working with
real people in getting the work done.

2002 Recipient of

ISPI’s
Award of Excellence
for
Instructional Communication

This book helps explain and illustrate best
practices in ensuring success in ISD
projects.”
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T&D Systems View:

Support Systems &
Processes
(Continued from page 6)

This system’s processes organize, allocate, monitor, and control all financial
matters for T&D, for example, project budgets, hardware/software purchases,
travel expenses, and all other T&D financial matters. This system’s processes
includes:
9.1: Organizational T&D Plans and Budget Roll-up and Adjustment Process
9.2: T&D Physical Property Management Process

The T&D
Human and
Environmental
Asset
Management
System
organizes and
manages the
acquisition,
development,
assessment,
and retention
of the T&D
staff.

10 O'clock - Human and Environmental Asset Management

Principle

For optimal results, both the human and the environmental sides of the
business processes must be in balance and in control.

Overview
This system’s processes organize all of the infrastructure of the T&D systems
and processes, including both the human and nonhuman infrastructure elements of the processes.
The T&D Human and Environmental Asset Management System organizes and
manages the acquisition, development, assessment, and retention of the T&D
staff. It also includes management of the supporting infrastructure such as facilities, equipment, and information that is needed to deploy T&D. This system’s
processes include:
The Human Asset Management System includes the following five processes:
10.1: T&D Staff Recruiting and Selection/Succession Process
10.2: T&D Staff Training and Development Process
10.3: T&D Staff Assessment Process
10.4: T&D Staff Compensation and Benefits Process
10.5: T&D Staff Rewards and Recognition Process
The Environmental Asset Management System includes the following six processes:
10.6: T&D Organization Structural Design Process
(Continued on page 9)
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(Continued from page 8)

10.7: T&D Facilities Development and Deployment Process
10.8: T&D Equipment and Tools Development and Deployment Process
10.9: T&D Materials and Supplies Acquisition and Deployment Process
10.10: T&D Information Systems Development and Deployment Process
10.11: T&D Methods Deployment Process

11 O'clock - Research and Development

Principle

Without a constant eye on the future, T&D will fail to keep pace with the
changing dimensions of the profession and the opportunities that new
technology and methods present.

Overview
These are the processes that look into the future and keep the T&D organization
on the cutting edge. They also serve as the “testing” processes that ensure T&D
is delivering on its promise of improved performance and a high return on investment. This system’s processes include:
11.1: T&D Methodology and Technology Surveillance Process
11.2: T&D Internal and External Benchmarking Processes
11.3: T&D Methodology and Technology Pilot-Testing Processes

Just because
one can
uncover a
training need,
does not in
and of itself
warrant
meeting that
need.

All Still Controlled/Empowered by 12 O’ Clock - The
Governance & Advisory System

The business decision making body in our model is in the 12 O’ Clock position of
our clock-face model...The Governance & Advisory System.
Having this mechanism in place, with the “right people” involved, helps to
ensure that your T&D System efforts and investments are being targeted at the
most critical needs of your Enterprise. That you are being “driven” by your customers and stakeholders.
Just because one can uncover a training need, does not in and of itself warrant
meeting that need.
Only an ROI assessment compared to other investment-for-return possibilities.
And only your collaboration with the customers and stakeholders can assure
that you’ll get that right!

T&D Systems View
is available as a
free PDF at
www.eppic.biz

►►►►►
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Sharing the PACT Processes

Catching Up with My 2007 PX Series

By Guy W. Wallace, CPT

To this point in the 12-part series I’ve written and published the first 6 short
articles for ISPI’s PX (Performance Xpress) and also published a companion,
expanded article going into more depth. That expanded version is being
published on both the ISPI web site in the IS ProComm document area - and - on
the EPPIC web site. The 12 topics:
P erformance-based
A ccelerated
C ustomer-/Stakeholder-driven
T raining & Development
SM

©2006 EPPIC, Inc. and Guy W. Wallace

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

The Gathering and Use of Target Audience Data
The Performance Model
The Enabling Knowledge/Skills
Existing T&D Assessments for Re-Use
Curriculum Architecture Modules, Events and Paths
ADDIE-level Events, Lessons and Instructional Activities
ISD Design of On-the-Job-Coaching and Qualification/Certification Events
Key ISD Roles
Teams for Curriculum Architecture ISD Efforts
Teams for ADDIE-level ISD Efforts
Pilot-Testing Guidelines and Tools for ISD
12. Tips for Recruiting and Working with a Powerful ISD Project Steering Team

►►►►►

Three Free Books as PDF Files at: www.eppic.biz
“Gopher” more
at eppic.biz

...and some Basic PACTForms*, articles,
presentations and newsletters...

First published in 1999

First published in 2001

* The Basic PACTForms provide a starter-set of templates to enable PACT
Practitioners, IF the source is appropriately acknowledged.
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What the early reviewers wrote about:

Management
Areas of Performance
Mark Graham Brown — Large government and corporate organizations continue to
spend money on canned or custom-developed leadership programs that fail to produce
effective managers. This book presents a proven methodology for determining the
specific management competencies needed for success in your own organization. By
using this approach, based on studies of your most effective managers, you will build
the foundation of a program that will allow you to select and train a large cadre of
effective managers and leaders.
John Coné — One of the great strengths of the book is that it is NOT about
competencies. You make an outstanding point that there is more to the job than just
possessing (or even exhibiting) competencies. I really liked the book. Now, I have to be
honest with you - it surprised me that I did. I have never been a fan of "workbook" type books that require me to do a lot of
introspection and homework. Maybe that's because I'm lazy, or maybe because they require me to accept the models in the
book as I go along rather than deciding after I have read it all how well they will apply to my world. Whatever the case, when I
saw how your book was organized, I figured I wouldn't like the format and then I'd have to figure out how to tell you that.
But it didn't happen that way. I think it is because of the way the book is organized, and perhaps also because you keep things
relatively simple. You don't ask me to buy into a complicated and unusual model; but one that is pretty straightforward and
logical. I also think that using the technique of directing people to the chapters that apply to them the most (as you do in
Chapters 4 and 18, for example) prevents us from having to slog through work that we are not sure goes to the heart of our
concerns. That is a brilliant move, and I wish more authors used the approach.
Thanks for the chapter summaries. They keep the reader on track and tell us what you as the author think are the key points of
each chapter. The intros also do a great job of keeping us oriented. The book reads easily and is very clear and concise.
Judy Hale — I do like the way you have grouped the areas of performance. You have developed a useful tool and process to
help identify, define, and evaluate managerial competencies.
Margo Murray — How I spent my holiday weekend ....Actually several enjoyable hours of it were spent reading your new book!
Congratulations on completing this comprehensive treatment of an essential subject. Here are some general impressions: It will
be very useful as a handbook and desk reference for managers, especially newer ones. I like the flexibility to access and use the
sections most relevant to a current role or responsibility. Some chapters will serve as excellent checklists, for example the
troubleshooting ones. I found myself many times thinking, "I wish I had written this book when my management experiences
were being tested and improved."
Joe Sener — I like the model. It will help organizations on several levels:Clarity of what should be the responsibility of each level
of management in the organization. The recognition that different individuals will be better at some of these AoP's than at others
-- and that is not only OK but that diversity adds strength to the organization. A detailed description of the skills required of each
role at the individual contributor line as well as an assay of those skills at the organizational level. A recognition of the time
required at the Management Support level which is seldom, if ever budgeted for by the organization but is just assumed that we
will find the time for it. I believe that upwards of 40% of my time is spent just managing Human Assets..
Darlene Van Tiem — Tremendous performance management tool! Competence is key to inspiring, challenging, and coaching
employees. Every leader should require Management Areas of Performance as part of a performance assessment empowering
their managers to develop competencies, thus improving competitiveness and organizational effectiveness. Comprehensive,
well organized, and motivational. Actually, I think that it is a terrific succession planning, career development, and employee
development piece. You have presented, in detail fashion, the full set of competencies. You have not glossed over issues and
made it a simple book.
Frank Wydra — I like where you are going with Management Areas of Performance and I believe it will prove a useful workbook
for many who are trying to move beyond training and development and into the bright, glowing work of human performance
technology. You can quote me on that, if you so choose.
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For Your PACT Models/Methods/Tools/Techniques Kit

Enterprise Process Architecture
By Guy W. Wallace, CPT, Author of the PACT Processes
EPA
...the “core/
mainstream/
value chain/
supply chain”
BIGGIES are
usually in the
Operations,
Manufacturing
or
Merchandising
“functions”
depending on
your industry.

Definitions of each of the
“Systems/Processes/
Areas of Performance” of
this model are presented
in the free book PDF for….

The basic concepts here are that all processes (or segments of larger processes)
are owned by some department. And that there are shared processes (usually
“owned” by others) and unique processes...those that make that department
unique from other departments. Training does training and sales does sales.
And the departments’ people/performers work in either the department’s owned
processes and/or they are loaned out to work in some other department’s
process or processes. And that every process exists within a bundle of likeprocesses...that I call a System. And that these can be sorted into 3 tiers:
► Leadership Systems/Processes
► Core Systems/Processes
► Support Systems/Processes
Those processes of the Enterprise that are the “core/mainstream/value chain/
supply chain” BIGGIES are usually in the Operations, Manufacturing or
Merchandising “functions” depending on your industry. At the Enterprise level
(or BU or Division) they would appear as the named “blocks” in the core tier for
that level of the Enterprise.

Can You Be Functionally Organized and Process-Centric
“Enough”

Why not? Just because the sins of our past included functional-centricity and
process-blindness - at the expense of both the process and the business DOESN’T MEAN the way to salvation is throwing out the functional organization
scheme and losing the benefits of that paradigm.

Customer Collaboration to Architect Enterprise Processes

Don’t do the real one by yourself. Figure out who the team should be to do it and
then facilitate the process. Don’t own the output!

Do It Yourself and See for Yourself

First try it out on your department and the departments you’ve been serving. Do
you mostly share with them the Leadership and Support Systems/Processes and
differ in the Core Systems/Processes? Template on the next page!
Will this be helpful in getting your teams’ shared views more “process-centric?”

►►►►►
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S
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Process Design/
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re-design
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Management
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Management
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Planning
Work
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Work

Monitoring
Work

Troubleshooting

L4
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Results
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Planning &
Management
Management
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L5

Process
Process
Improvement
Improvement
Planning &
Planning &
Management
Management

L6
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Planning
Management
Management

Support

Core

Leadership

Pick a “department” and write in all of the processes that you can think of that
are unique to them AND then those that they support. Hint: write small.

S1
S1

ProcessDesign/
Design/
Process
re-design
re-design

S2
S2

HumanAssets
Assets
Human
Management
Management

S3
S3

Environmental
Environmental
Assets
Assets
Management
Management

S4
S4

Special
Special
Assignments
Assignments
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….
continuously
demonstrated
that the
increased,
appropriate
re-use of
content was
feasible and
do-able...not
just
theoretical.

The PACT Processes for T&D:

ECA - Enterprise Content Architecture By
Guy W. Wallace, CPT, Author of the PACT Processes
Background

I’ve been designing performance-based T&D since 1979, and modular
curriculum architectures, large and small, since 1982. I’ve done 74 CADs
to-date, mostly for Fortune 500 firms’ most critical performers.
As an external consultant and partner in a HPT and ISD shop with upwards of 20
consultants, I had to create common/standard ISD processes so that our 1st
CAD made sense with the 5th or 10th or 20th CAD, AND that all of the MCD
projects (and IAD as well) that followed on could build out those CADs in a
modular, platform-design approach, and continuously demonstrated that the
increased, appropriate re-use of content was feasible and do-able...not just
theoretical. A quote from one of my clients about the PACT Processes from
1999….
DS, Siemens Building Technologies said,
“At a time when everyone is ‘chunking’ content, the PACT Process clarifies the relationship between chunks of content as well as specifying the chunk itself.
The value of the PACT Processes is that we get an integrated architecture that enables us to
select and prioritize learning solution development for both the short and long term.
In a business that needs to address market/product change, with PACT the organization knows
what to keep, what to change, and what to build.”
(Continued on page 15)

The PACT Processes and the

PACT Enterprise Content Architecture
©2006 EPPIC Inc.

ECA
Tier 1 – Organizational
Orientations

ECA
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ECA
Tier 5 – Unique
Performance “How To”
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ECA
Tier 1 – Organizational
Orientations

(Continued from page 14)

My partners, staff consultants and clients and I typically found, where multiple
CADs were conducted, a minimum of 25% overlap of the “content requirements” from one CAD Target Audience, to another within a client’s enterprise...and upwards of 75% overlap on closely related jobs in terms of either the
function...and/or the process.
For some clients, the performance orientation benefits alone, not counting the
savings from AVOIDED REDUNDANCY added in, provided the ROI for “going
PACT” for them.
Note: this client would often employ us to do all of their CADs and some of the
follow-on MCD/IAD Phases 1-3 - up to design. They would use their ISD staff to
conduct MCD Phases 4-6 for building out the T&D content, and IAD Phases 4-6
for building out the Qualification/Certification Tests, in support of their
corporate drive to reduce the-cycle-time-to-competence for their key staff.
Until they informally learned how to do it themselves from watching us in real
projects.

ECA Utilities

Are primarily to facilitate Re-Use by creating a logical organization scheme for
developing, storing and accessing content. All content. Awareness building
Communications...Knowledge building Education...Skills building
Training…. training for today and/or development for some future job,
project, role, task….
Learners in a Pull Mode. They need to find stuff just-in-time-right-now.
Doesn’t it make sense that what they want and need is or are Tier 4 and 5
how-to content? To perform a Task or Task-set to produce an output...that is an
input somewhere downstream...or as multiple inputs to multiple processes.

ECA
Tier 2 – Performance
Orientations

ECA
Tier 3 – Enabling
Knowledge Skills

ECA
Tier 4 – Shared
Performance “How To”

ECA
Tier 5 – Unique
Performance “How To”

Given the
performance
orientation
benefits
alone, the
savings from
AVOIDED
REDUNDANCY
alone, see the
cover page
bottom
graphic of ROI
Sources,
provided the
ROI for “going
PACT” for
them.

Learners in a Push Mode - where they are directed regarding what T&D to take
and when determined in prior T&D planning efforts. Or by Push Learners going
outside the box of their T&D Path and searching for content to help them
become aware, knowledgeable or skilled regarding an enabler or specific
performance. Or both.
For developers and authors for facilitating more appropriate re-use “as is” or
“after modification” - meaning that a new derivative is about to be created.
Where to store that? How to share that for even more re-use AI or AM. Creating
more derivatives.
I created this “content data logic” so that I could avoid having to use Boolean
Logic in my searches...which can be more difficult to use than just going ahead
and building redundant content...and ignoring worries about future redundant
(Continued on page 16)
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And there are
many, many
other
examples of
the
redundancy of
the existing
set of
curricula were
uncovered in a
CAD effort….

The PACT Processes for T&D:

ECA - Enterprise Content Architecture
(Continued from page 15)

costs being built in for owning redundant content!
Boolean Logic used by my client as they conducted the bulk of the ETA effort
(Existing T&D Assessment) in my 73rd CAD project, uncovered hundreds of
references to Active Listening, alone. A further refinement to those words in the
title itself...narrowed his additional assessment chores down to only 27 on-line
modules. And the rest of the titles’ words, or the accompanying description, in
most cases gave him “no clue” as to what the slant/spin on the topic (good
since the days of Socrates) was going to be in any of the 27 versions.
There are many, many other examples where the redundancy of the existing set
of curricula was uncovered in a CAD effort. As it often happens, those of my CAD
clients that have a lot of content, find a lot of inadvertent redundancy, as they
never had a mechanism to avoid it.

ECA Structure is “Like” an SKU System for Your LCMS/LMS

Or more correctly...is “as” an SKU—stock keeping unit system. A Dewey Decimal
systems. One client group likened it to the shelves of a refrigerator.

Tier 1 Reflects the Enterprise Structure

Tier 1 holds all of our orientations to the enterprise, its
business units/divisions, its function and departments, and
its teams and jobs. Here is where you’d find...
“An Orientation to the Sales Function at ABC”
...among other “level by level” orientations higher and lower
on your organization chart than the “Sales Function” - which
could vary based on who is on top in your view...owners and
executives...or customers and the front-line associates….

Tiers 2-4-5 Reflect Target Audiences from
the EPA—Enterprise Process Architecture
Structure

The Lessons and Instructional Activities found in this portion
of the ECA reflect the data from the Performance Model. Here
is where you’d find...
(Continued on page 17)
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ECA
Tier 1 – Organizational
Orientations

(Continued from page 16)

A Tier 2 on “An Overview of the Sales RFQ Response Process”
A Tier 4 on “How To: Responding to Customer Requests for
Information”
A Tier 5 on “How To: Sales RFQ Response Process”

ECA
Tier 2 – Performance
Orientations

ECA
Tier 3 – Enabling
Knowledge Skills

ECA
Tier 4 – Shared
Performance “How To”

ECA
Tier 5 – Unique
Performance “How To”

The second Lesson of multiple “IAs” is a Tier 4 because the enterprise Engineers, in
addition to Sales staff, may be involved in that performance. And
others in Marketing.

Tier 3 Reflects the 17 Enabling KS Categories
Structure

Here is where you might find a collection of Lessons and
Instructional Activities (real content), AND Instructional Activity
Specs, Lesson Maps and Event Maps (content not yet built)
designs.
And here is where you would find most of your Legacy Content
(Pre-PACT).
Here is where you’d find...
“Active Listening Basics—Good Since the days of Socrates”
...as well as...
“The Sales RFQ Response Process—Competitive and Compliant ”
...two of many enablers for our learner...someone in the Sales
function...and soon you’ll decide what type of Sales job we’re
building up to here….

Access by “PULL” Target Audiences

PULL Target Audiences, in our definition, are “mostly or totally”
less critical than the PUSH Target Audiences. In our approach, in serving the
specific needs of the PUSH audiences, we can create modular content for the
PULL audiences...if we design it correctly. But PUSH Audiences may have
needs not (yet) addressed...and then they become PULL
And here is where you would find most of your Legacy Content (Pre-PACT).
Pull Audiences might have participated in some of the Lesson titles we have
presented here...and IF THEY DIDN’T FINISH THEIR MODULES...we wouldn’t
care.

Access by “PUSH” Target Audiences

PUSH Audiences that have participated in some of these Lesson titles,
per their Individual T&D Planning efforts based on their T&D Path and current
(Continued on page 18)
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Tagging for
SCORM, etc. is
done in the
development
phases of
MCD/IAD with
your authoring
tools. Tagging
for Re-Use and
Performance
Impact in
PACT is
accomplished
when we
number an
Instructional
Activity and
Lesson.

The PACT Processes for T&D:

ECA - Enterprise Content Architecture
(Continued from page 17)

K/Ss and upcoming assignments...and IF THEY DIDN’T FINISH THEIR
MODULES...we would really care. PUSH audiences involved in both very formal
learning as well as the ubiquitous informal learning we’ve all been doing since
before we started crawling.

Access by PACT Analysts, Designer & Developers

Able to avoid complex Boolean Logic search schemes Developers can more
easily find content by it’s topical nature….Legal content and designs for Legal
content (not yet built/bought) for Re-Use.
Able to develop content as Infos, Demos, and Appos (Application Exercises) in
the modular, platform design approach of our Event Maps and Lesson Maps,
with their “plug-n’play” capability, redundant content development, with all of its
associated, additional life-cycle costs, is MINIMIZED, if not eliminated.

Tagging

Tagging for SCORM, etc. is done in the development phases of MCD/IAD with
your authoring tools. Tagging for Re-Use and Performance Impact in PACT
happens earlier, during design, and is accomplished when we number all of
our Instructional Activities and Lessons...putting them into our inventory
scheme...the ECA.

Summary

The PACTLogic of the Enterprise Content Architecture is intended to facilitate
Re-Use of Content APPRPRIATELY! Not a forced re-use. Future issues of Pursing
Performance will address this further.
►►►►►

New PACTPodcast Series 2007
PA C
T

www.eppic.biz

1– PACT Introduction
2– CAD - Curriculum Architecture Design
3– MCD - Modular Curriculum Development/Acquisition
4– IAD - Instructional Activity Development/Acquisition
5– Building PACT Capability & Capacity
6– PACT Practitioner Qualification/Certification
Plus...6 additional Podcasts are available
on PACT, 4 on T&D Systems View,
and 4 on Management Areas of Performance!
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with the PACT Processes for T&D

ISD is much more than

A

D

D

I

E

Instructional Systems Design
Analysis - Design - Development - Implementation - Evaluation

The PACT Processes for T&D/ Learning/ Knowledge Management
CAD
Curriculum
Architecture
Design

CAD is a gated, “systems engineering/
architectural” ISD Process for the design
of a comprehensive curriculum for one
or more critical target audiences

MCD
Modular
Curriculum
Development

MCD is a gated, “new product
development” ISD Process, using a
modular, platform design approach for
one or several instructional products

IAD
Instructional
Activity
Development

IAD is a gated, “new product component
development” ISD Process, using a
modular, platform design approach for
developing instructional components

Guy W. Wallace, CPT
EPPIC Inc. President

EPPIC Inc.

Author of the PACT Processes

Achieve Peak Performance

704- 895- 6364 voice mail
www.eppic.biz

to protect and improve
the enterprise
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CAD and of
performance-based
A
Closer
Look at the T&D Path
T&D
Paths
The PACT Processes for T&D:

By Guy W. Wallace, CPT
Open

This article follows up on the article in the last issue, and is intended to go
deeper into the function and form of the T&D Path.

The
functionality of
my T&D Paths
includes:
quickly
orienting the
viewer to a
logical,
“suggested
sequence” or
mandated
sequence, or a
blend, of T&D
Event titles,
that help them
cognitively
“downselect
and prioritize”
those that are
personally
performance
relevant

The T&D Path

The functionality of my T&D Paths includes: quickly orienting the viewer to the
big picture and some level of details for a logical, “suggested sequence” or
mandated sequence, or a blend, of T&D Event titles, that can help them
“downselect and prioritize” those that are personally performance relevant to
their intended target audience - themselves and/or others - today (training)
and/or for tomorrow (development).
The T&D Path, a visual learning continuum, is also known as a Learning or
Curriculum Path or Map.
Mine are 3 foot by 4 foot colorful, branded marketing posters that get posted on
the wall in my PACT Processes meetings, for a particular review purpose and
method. And then later they get posted on several walls, including the office wall
of the Project Steering Team chair, and the cubical wall of the internal Project
Manager who worked closely with me, and sometimes on the wall in the “coffee
room or bulletin board areas” where members of the Target Audience would
most likely see them.
I always place the 3x4 T&D Path on the walls immediately above the coffee/
refreshments set out in the back (or side) of the room in it’s first use...in the CAD
Phase 3 Project Steering Team Gate Review Meeting.
If we are doing this meeting non-face-to-face it’s a little trickier, depending on
which technology we’re trying to efficiently use effectively.
The “next thing that I’m going to take them through” - in the case of the T&D
path’s first use, in the CAD Phase 3 PST GRM...see the traffic light on the CAD
Phases graphics - Is using the “Individual T&D Planning Guide” to create a real
plan for a real person, for “that person’s needs” whether the plan would have
been real today or years ago. Many PST members do the plan for themselves of
a subordinate for a time back in the good old days.
It’s effective. They totally apply a unique, “acid test” that personalizes their
evaluation of the entire effort to-date. The T&D Path and “parallel” Individual
T&D Planning Guide, quickly allow the PST, and others later, to conduct a 1-2
(Continued on page 21)
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punch of client “due diligence.”
Quite frankly at this point the Process wins. The CAD process that the PST has
participated in on now their third occasion, and has just had each of them apply
their own personal “acid test” to everything we’ve done to this point, wins.
By design, of course.
I can always tell immediately “where I am” on the Customer Satisfaction index,
as the PST tends to collectively switch gears and move on to the next agenda
item...as if saying, “OK. You’ve proven that. What’s this about all of the gaps of
the CAD?” Which is what we are going to discuss next...which is about the
upcoming fourth and final phase of a CAD...Phase 4.
Unless of course the project is some PACT hybrid of CAD and MCD or CAD and
IAD. The subject of a future article or two.

Almost Every T&D Path Has a B-M-E

Prior to the PST review of the “prettied-up” T&D Path, I meet as planned with my
PST-handpicked CAD Design Team...a subset of the Analysis Team...to use the
PST-approved analysis data in the structured CAD design process, that I begin by
“establishing the Path.”
Which means I start talking about it conceptually AND drawing versions out on
flip chart paper or whiteboards, and the DT members start asking questions, or
answering mine. Depending on the audience I might start by relating it to the
curriculum plan they might have had for college. It laid out a 4 year plan of both
mandatory and elective courses. Building upon each other with some having
specific pre-requisites, etc.
That path had a beginning, a middle and an end. A B-M-E. A similar divide-andconquer device that we will use as a Design Team for “rough” sorting of all of our
analysis data - before we do finer design work, additional sorting and adding
appropriate embellishments regarding content and “how to deploy” it.

I can always
tell
immediately
“where I am”
on the
Customer
Satisfaction
index, as the
PST tends to
collectively
switch gears
and move on
to the next
agenda
item...as if
saying, “OK.
You’ve proven
that. What’s
this about all
of the gaps of
the CAD?”

I lay out on the floor, conference table or tape to the walls, three paper flip chart
pages and mark each in turn...B...M...E.
I tell the DT that the T&D Path that we’re about to create, has a beginning for the
T&D that’s potentially needed up front. The orientations and critical knowledge
and skills needed by the performer once into the job. Or before the learner
“takes the job by the wheel” and drives...such as those jobs where the learners
need to “learn it all” before they take the floor, the console, the helm, the wheel.
(Continued on page 22)
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The PACT Processes for T&D:

A Closer Look at the T&D Path
By Guy W. Wallace, CPT
(Continued from page 21)

The end of the
Path are those
types of T&D
that masters
or soon-to-be
masters would
participate in
as learners
and/or
coaches to
other learners.
And very
informal
learning...whic
h might not be
on the path
but is still
necessary.

Then in the middle of the Path comes T&D that the learner will need later in
their learning cycle...the learning cycle of “from new-to-the-job to performance
mastery.”
The end of the Path are those types of T&D that masters or soon-to-be masters
would participate in as learners and/or coaches to other learners. And probably
via very informal learning means...which might not be “named” on the Path at
all—but is still necessary and appropriate.
Remember - the Path’s B-M-E are a sorting of the analysis data into the T&D
Path of T&D Events that the learner will either complete prior to the learner/
Performer starting the job, or will complete as the learner grows into the job.

Are There T&D Paths That Don’t Have a B-M-E?

Yes, and they are for those jobs were their performance cannot be exactly
specified, except in the broadest terms. Example– the Pure Research Scientist
jobs. Or the very “pinnacle-peak-of-their-professions” positions in auto design,
etc.
For the “constructivist” in all-of-us...here is where you put anything or most likely,
sources for things that might be relevant...but you don’t proscribe anything as
M—Mandatory.
Another option is to offer no advice, structure, hints, etc. at all. Truly a
constructivist approach. All and any paths lead to that destination. You don’t
really have to tell them that you aren’t going to do anything at all for them. They
probably wouldn’t appreciate it or use it if you did. Quite frankly, they are beyond
your help.
But not really. You could decide as the result of a CAD effort to build them an
electronic communications/data exchange playground and let them take it from
there. Create/facilitate a Community of Practice/Interest/Whatever. Enable it
and then get out of the way. And let Informal Learning just happen.

The T&D Paths with a Beginning, a Middle, and an End
Also Have Sub- B-M-Es

I often have DT members who always push all of the analysis data to the
Beginning of the path...signaling to me that by the time I am done processing the
(Continued on page 23)
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data in the first pass that it’ll all end up there in the B. I Usually just place my
“pile of analysis data” in that B area of the Path.
Years ago I learned to discuss that not only is there a theoretical B-M-E, that
each of those has a B-M-E. With those Design Teams that seemed to be
signaling that all, or most EVERYTHING must be learned (to an awareness,
knowledge or skill level) BEFORE or IMMEDIATELY UPON ASSUMING THE JOB.
Establishing the path is talking it through so that the DT members begin to
create a shared understanding of THEIR Path...not mine. Where do those
boundaries of “middle” and “end” in the learning cycle? Does the middle start
at about the 6th month, week, or the 6th year?

T&D Paths - in the Beginning

This is where the Tier 1 and 2 content generally go. And that is often followed
by the “most critical-to-consider early” Tier 4 and 5 and their enabling Tier 3
content.
I suggest that here at the very front is where we put content such as
“orientations” to the enterprise, business unit, function, department and job and
the teams and the processes that that job will perform within. And both general
on-boarding orientations (even the HR paperwork) and advanced organizers of
the performance that they need to learn...and that they will see in their T&D
Path.
Reviewing the Path itself and working with the supervisor to downselect,
prioritize and schedule the completion of certain T&D might be in one of the first
several Modules, within the first few Events, on any Path.
This is often, later in the design meeting, broken out into 2 segments: immediate
survival skills - preceding the next batch of “most important things” (to learn).

Establishing
the path is
talking it
through so
that the DT
members
begin to
create a
shared
understanding
of THEIR
Path...not
mine. Where
do those
boundaries of
“middle” and
“end” in the
learning
cycle?

Sometimes the Beginning is where a DT might put all of the titles of their
“foundational/competency items” (titles or topics). They are often then
“hesitant” to put all of the other “enablers” and all of the “workflow how-to” content in the proper mix...and bury those competencies within the design. They
want them to stand out. Thus making it difficult to provide a real performance
spin on the Path’s orientation. Back to generics.

T&D Paths - in the Middle

This is arbitrary, the boundaries for this thing called “the middle” of the Path.
And as always, arbitrary decisions are the most difficult to make because there
is no clear cut right or wrong answer. As always, it depends.
(Continued on page 24)
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A Closer Look at the T&D Path
(Continued from page 23)

I ask my DT to bear with me as we do an initial rough sort of our analysis data
into the binning and middle and end “buckets” of the Path - and that we’ll make
several passes at the data to organize it better.

I ask my DT to
bear with me
and do an
initial rough
sort our
analysis data
into the
middle and
end “buckets”
and that we’ll
make several
passes at the
data to
organize it
better. Then
we’ll re-set the
boundaries of
B-M-E as THEY
see
appropriate.

Then we’ll re-set the boundaries of B-M-E as THEY see appropriate. Many Paths
don’t retain that original “3 segments scheme.” They typically end up with 4 or
more phases, or blocks, or some other “label” that will make sense to the
Primary Target Audience. The middle can become 2 or more segments of the
final Path.

T&D Paths - in the End

With the end of the Path...the DT typically finds it difficult to address for many
jobs for several reasons.
In some jobs the formal learning kinda stops at some point...it never stops
really...but once someone has become what PACT labels a Master Performer…
there might not be such a steep learning curve from there on out...and learning
become less formal and much more informal. If needed at all. In some jobs it
seems to never require new learning - after some point. Unless for another job.
But in other jobs the curve keeps climbing due to regulatory and other
marketplace changes. Requiring Formal Learning vs. Informal Learning
Nowadays, internal Intranet shared drives, internal blogs and wikis, and other
expensive and inexpensive Web 2.0 tools and technologies exist that can enable
these learners to “get off” a more Behavioral T&D Path - and into something
more of a Constructivist learning approach...by “wondering and wandering” meaningfully meandering - to data sources, and/or collaborating with others in
targeted or peripheral learning pursuits. Informal learning.
In these situations, the learners are self-actualizing. The learning is both “hard
to” and inappropriate to prescribe - AND - keep up with the dynamics of it
all...because the performance requirements are hard to pin down.

Summary & Close

In the next issue we’ll cover additional points about the T&D Path.
►►►►►
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Published in 2006

See Guy W. Wallace’s chapter in the new,
3rd edition of the
Handbook of Human Performance Technology
- Chapter 11 -

Modeling Mastery Performance
And Systematically Deriving
The Enablers For
Performance Improvement
Order online at: http://he-cda.wiley.com

New… Management Areas of
M-Ao
P

www.eppic.biz

Performance Podcast Series 2007
1- Introduction to the M-AoP Model
2- Assessing the Leadership AoPs
3- Assessing the Core AoPs
4- Assessing the Support AoPs
5- Prioritization & Planning Management Development
Plus...additional Podcasts are currently in development
on PACT, T&D Systems View and Management Areas of Performance!

New… T&D System View Podcast Series 2007
TDSV

1- T&D Systems View Introduction
2- Assessing your T&D Core Systems/Processes
3- Assessing your T&D Leadership Systems/Processes
4- Assessing your T&D Support Systems/Processes
Plus...additional Podcasts are currently in development
on PACT, T&D Systems View and Management Areas of Performance!

www.eppic.biz
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MCD - Modular Curriculum Development
for performance-based, data-driven

Instructional Product Development/Acquisition

Much more than “a survey” of Management and Learner “wants” that could inadvertently lead to negative ROI!!!

The 6 phases of an MCD project simply organize the efforts of the teams and
individuals in colaboratively producing data that is formally
„reviewed“ and then „used“ downstream in this highly structured,
highly flexible and accelerated 2nd level of ISD...in the PACT
Processes for T&D/ Learning/ Knowledge Management...
...for performance enabling content of any blend!
Guy Wallace, the auther and owner of the PACT Processes for T&D has conducted
over 50 MCD projects since 1982...and his partners and staff and clients have used
the PACT Processes methods for MCD to conducts hundreds more!

Modular Curriculum Development
Phases &
Gate
Reviews

MCD Phase 1
Project
Planning
& Kick-off

MCD Phase 2
Analysis

MCD Phase 3

MCD Phase 4
Development/
Acquisition

Design

MCD Phase 5

MCD Phase 6
Revision &
Release

Pilot Test

©2002 EPPIC, Inc.

Key
Outputs

MCD
Phase 1
Gate Review
MCD Presentation

Project
Plan

• Task/Plan/Schedule
• Cost/Benefit Analysis

Customer
Project
Teams
and
Time
Burdens

ect
Project
Proj
ring
Steering
Stee
am
TeTeam

1/2 day

Typical cycle time
for Phases 1-3 is:
3-5 weeks…scope
depending

MCD
Phase 2
Gate Review
MCD
Presentation

Analysis
Report

• Target Audience Data
• Performance Model
• K/S Matrix
• Existing T&D
Assessments

MCD
Phase 3
Gate Review
Presentation
MCD
Design
Documen
t

MCD
Phase 5
Gate Review
MCD
Presentation

MCD
Pilot Test

Pilot Test

versions

Report

• T&D Event Specs & Maps • Lesson Content and
support materials
• T&D Module Specs &
( Media Dependant)
Maps
• T&D Lesson Specs &Maps
• T&D Instructional Activity
Specs

1 day
Analysis
Team

2–4 days

2–4 days

Lesson Content and
support materials
( Media
Dependant)

•

©2002 EPPIC, Inc.

1/2 days

1 day
Design
Team

• Pilot Test Results
• Revision
Recommendations

Steering
Team

Project
Steering
Team

Project
Steering
Team

MCD
Final Versions

Develop
ment
Team

- varies

Pilot Test
Team

- varies
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Trust — doesn’t come easily.
Experience — doesn’t come quickly.
Guy W. Wallace’s consulting clients since 1982
... while at Svenson & Wallace Inc. (1982-1997) and CADDI Inc. (1997-2002) and EPPIC (2002 to today)…

Over 40 Fortune 500 (since 1982)
2000—Today
Abbott Laboratories, AMS, Eli Lilly, Fireman’s Fund Insurance, General Motors, GTE, Johnson Controls,
NASCO, NAVAIR, NAVSEA, Norfolk Naval Shipyard, Siemens Building Technologies, and Verizon.

1990—1999
Abbott Laboratories, ALCOA, ALCOA Labs, Alyeska Pipeline Services Company, American Management
Systems, Amoco, AT&T Network Systems, Bandag, Bank of America, Baxter, Bellcore-Tech, British
Petroleum-America, Burroughs, CCH, Data General, Detroit Ball Bearing, Digital Equipment Company,
Discover Card, Dow Chemical, EDS, Eli Lilly, Ford, General Dynamics, General Motors, H&R Block, HP,
Illinois Bell, Imperial Bondware, MCC Powers, NCR, Novacor, Occidental Petroleum Labs, Spartan Stores,
Sphinx Pharmaceuticals, Square D Company, and Valuemetrics.

1982—1989
ALCOA, ALCOA Labs, Ameritech, Amoco, Arthur Anderson, AT&T Communications, AT&T Microelectronics,
AT&T Network Systems, Baxter, Burroughs, Channel Gas Industries/Tenneco, Dow Chemical, Exxon, Ford,
General Dynamics, HP, Illinois Bell, MCC Powers, Motorola, Multigraphics, NASA, Northern Telecom,
Northern Trust Bank, and Westinghouse Defense Electronics.
Project Overviews for each project are available at www.eppic.biz
In “About EPPIC” and in Guy’s Professional Bio pdf
Clients listed in “Blue” = multiple project customer

Guy W. Wallace, CPT has been in the T&D field since 1979 and a training
and performance improvement consultant since 1982. His clients over
the years have included over 40 Fortune 500 firms, plus NASA, NAVAIR,
NAVSEA, and non-US firms: BP, Novacor, Opel, and Siemens.
He has analyzed and designed/ developed training and development for
almost every type of business function and process. He is the author of
three books, several chapters, and more than 70 articles. He has
presented more than 70 times at international conferences and local
chapters of ISPI, ASTD, and at IEEE, Lakewood Conferences, ABA, the
Conference on Nuclear Training and Education, and at the Midwest
Nuclear Training Association.
He has served on the ISPI Board of Directors as the Treasurer on the
Executive Committee (1999–2001) and later as the President-Elect for
2002-2003 and President for 2003-2004.
Guy’s professional biography was listed in Marquis’ Who’s Who in America
in 2001. He was designated a CPT — Certified Performance Technologist in
2002. He was recruited as a Thought Leader for ISPI Instructional Systems
Professional Community in 2004.

Guy W. Wallace, CPT

EPPIC Inc.
Achieve Peak Performance
to protect and improve the enterprise
EPPIC Inc. and Guy W. Wallace, Certified Performance Technologist
office: 704– 895– 6364

guy.wallace@eppic.biz

www.eppic.biz

P erformance-based
A ccelerated
C ustomer-/Stakeholder-driven
T raining & Development
SM
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